The FATE Epitaph
In Mali Cappa nos confídimus

December 31st 1899

Aspect
Aspect
Aspect
Aspect
Inspector LaRoche trying to get a feel fr the mysterious
graffiti found on the streets last night.

NEW
CITY
WIDE
ZONING
MEASURES
Aspect
PASSES WITH EASE
In a closed door session
of the NBBC, the city’s
zoning regulations were
reviewed. There has been
Aspect
a great deal on interest in
the direction the NBBC
would take the regulations
and so a open invitation
was
made for citizens to
Aspect
submit their thoughts.
All public input was
received and taken into
Aspect
consideration. The final
version of the regulations
will be completed later
this month and put on
file with the town clerk.
Aspect
Requests for these new
regulations
will
be
available on for official
city business only.

NEW BRIDGE DESIGN
competition Begins
An open contest begins
in October for the design
of the bridge over the
Solomon river and will
last 6 months.
All submissions must be
received by the deadline
of March 1st 1878. All
submissions must be in
triplicate on a Form 23A43r and notarized.
Designs
must
be
sponsored by a member
of the NBBC before they
may be entered into the
contest. For a complete
list of specifications ,
rules and requirements,
please Visit Town Hall.

RENOVATIONS
COMPLETE
Construction is complete
{[2]_____________________________________________}
on the NBBC PD’s new
jail facilities. Constructed
{[4]_____________________________________________}
under the supervision of
{[6]_____________________________________________}
Tungston, Electrum and
Brass, it is sufficiently
{[ ]_____________________________________________}
reinforced
to
exceed
regulations
as
well
{[ ]_____________________________________________}
equipped with several
{[ ]_____________________________________________}
new
science
features
to
enhance
security.

Consequences

JAIL

Disturbance
on
Mainstreet
Businesses closed early
last month after a delivery
to Tower Books ended in
Refresh
the death of a woman, the
injury of her young son,
and the attempted theft
of property belonging to
Mr Tower. The theft was
thwarted and the property
recovered by a posse
lead by Chief Inspector
Bollinger, who caught
the suspects outside of
Stunts
town and was unable
to return them alive.
The Widow Macmillian
passed away on the street
as the escape vehicle,
currently in the possesion
of the NBBC PD, struck
her. Her son was reached
by Doctor Grey of Handel,
Thompson and Grey and
is expected to survive.
The delivery company,
Copperpot Co, founded by
Extras
noted financier Chester
Copperpot,
was
cited
for
gross
neglegence
and
suit
is
being
brought against them.
The goods were covered by
local insurance company
Fideius, which has had a
marked uptick in business
since
the
incident.
Damage to the road is
being assesed by the
NBBC and repairs will
begin
immediately.

Skills

Illegal Gathering NBBC
WELCOMES
on Private Land on NEW BLOOD INTO THE
the Rise.
LEADERSHIP
For the third time in Up and coming town
as many weeks, police+1favorite
St Clare
+2 +3August
+4 +5
+6
were required to remove has officially become a
__________________[
][
][
][
][
][
]
individuals
utilizing voting member of the
private
property without NBBC.
Claire
__________________[
][ ][ St ][
][ has][been
]
permission of the owner. an active participant in
__________________[
][
][
][
][
][
]
Josiah Tull, the man cited New Babylon Politics,
__________________[
][
][
][
][
][
]
in all three incidents, but
due
to
several
was
forcible
removed
bureaucratic
hurdles
it
is
__________________[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
from private property only now we can happily
__________________[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
and charged $10 for the announce his entry into
__________________[
][ ][ ][ with
][ Mr
]
removal
of a tent, pews, a][ partnership
and
other
articles.
Finnigan
“Red”
Magilicuty
__________________[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
of
the
Emporium.
__________________[
][ ][ ][ ][ Mr.
][ St
]
DESERET
IN TROUBLE Congratulations
In
the wake of the Claire,
Profit
__________________[
][ ][ we][ at ][the ][
]
recent currency backing wish you the best of luck.
__________________[
][
][
][
][
][
]
maneuvers,
talk
has
__________________[
][ ][ DELAYS
][ ][ FROM
][ ]
increased
of
Deseret COSTLY
moving
to a ghost rock DODGE
__________________[
][ ][ TO][ ALL
][ POINTS
][ ]
backed dollar. Given the Deliveries from Dodge
__________________[
][
][
][
][
][ ]
potential insecurity of City will be delayed for
__________________[
][ ][ weeks
][ as
][ importer
][ ]
the
Deseret market, a several
stabilizing
influence like Chester
__________________[
][ ][ A][Copperpot
][ ][ has
]
a strong backing for their died. Local merchants
__________________[
][
][
][
][
][
]
currency could allow them are
concerned
about
to
weather
the
storm.
the
increased
cost
and
__________________[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
__________________[ potential
][ ][ ][goods][ spoilage
][ ]
The Deseret economy that could occur as
__________________[
][
][
][
][
]
has been unstable since Copperpot’s left this][world
founding
father Brigham with
__________________[
][ ][several
][ ][unfulfilled
][ ]
Young fell ill. The Mormon contracts.
__________________[ ][ ][ ][ ][ Reports
][ ]
country’s prosperity has indicated that Copperpot
long been tied to both the was killed by a stray bullet,
Stress
price of ghost rock and the a silver bullet no less, and
Physical
charismatic Young, and was simply
a bystander in
1 ] [ disagreement
2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [with
5]
now the whole economy [some
Mental Marshal
might be in jeopardy.
Kansas Federal
[Petrov
1 ] [ 2 Petrovich
] [ 3 ] [ 4 and
] [ 5 ]a
CSA REGRETS Backing masked
Other ( assailant. The
)
SILVER STANDARD
[Estate
1 ] [ 2of] [Copperpot
3 ] [ 4 ] [ has
5]
Silver
prices
drop placed
Other (a sizable reward
)
nationwide as a new vein for the capture of the
[1][2][3][4][5]
of the precious metal was assailant, who escaped
discovered in the Arizona authorities with the aid of
town of Fariday. The an Indian tracker.
hitherto untapped load
Precious
(by Oz)
he Metal
adder
is said to be the richest
Platinum - 37.91USD
Gold - 18.79USD
in the state’s history,
+8 Silver
Legendary
- .72USD
with silver practically
Aluminium - 3.10USD
+7
Epic
flowing out of the hills.
Its bad news for the Newly
+6 Fantastic
Silverbacked Confederate
+5 Superb
Dollar as prices dropped
+4 Great
on exchange rates, and
CSA goods are feeling
+3 Good
the pinch. If the prices
+2
Fair
continue in this manner,
+1 Average
perhaps the news from
Dodge was prophetic,
0 Mediocre
because at this rate the
-1 Poor
price of silver will be
cheaper then lead
-2 Terrible
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SERVICE SUSPENSION
Description
AT
LOCAL
HOTELS
MAY IMPACT FISCAL
VIABILITY
Laundry
services
for
many hotels, as pick up
and deliver services were
suspended along with
much of the cities cleaning
and waste removal. Local
celestial are on strike
after the NBBC denied
their request to expand
“celestial alley.” The long
term effects to businesses
remains
unclear,
but
should
it
become
necessary, Hotel owners
believe the growing Irish
population may provide
much needed relief.
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Name
Mysterious symbol found
on city street
Aspect
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